Two effective neural network training algorithms are output weight optimization -hidden weight optimization and conjugate gradient. The former pe$orms better on correlated data, and the latter perjtorms better on random data. Based on these observations and others, we develop a procedure to test general neural network training algorithms. Since good neural network algorithm should perjonn well far all kinds of data, we develop altemation algorithms, which have runs of the di@erent algorithms in iurn. The alternation algorithm works well for both kinds of data.
Introduction
The Conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm occasionally performs well in artificial neural network (ANN) training [ 1 -41. Another training algorithm, which often performs well, is output weight optimization -hidden weight optimization (OWO-HWO) [SI. Experimentation has shown that CG performs better on random data and OWO-HWO performs better on correlated data. Based on these observations, we develop a set of desired training algorithm properties in section 2. In section 3 we show that both algorithms lack some of the desired properties. In section 4 we construct a new algorithm that has all the desired properties. In section 5, we present numerical results. In section 6, we conclude this paper.
Desired training algorithm properties
Many investigators have described Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) training algorithm properties, both good and bad. In general it is convenient for the algorithm to: (1) work equally well for all types of data, (2) be invariant to 0-7803-7576-9/02$17.00 0 2002 IEEE linear transformation of the input vectors, and (3) approach theoretically attainable values of training error, such as Cramer-Rao-MAP bounds [7] .
The desired properties of training algorithms are: (Pl) The algorithm should work well for both correlated and random data. By correlated data, we mean (a) that inputs and desired outputs are correlated, and (b) inputs may be correlated with each other.
(PZ) The algorithm should be invariant to input biases and variances.
(P3) For large enough networks, memorization should take place during training. Thus, zero is our lower bound on training error.
If an algorithm fails to memorize data sets having a small number of patterns, it can be considered to have a problem. The upper bound' on pattern storage [6] 
Data file types
Following properties (Pl) and (P3), four kinds of data can be prepared for testing the algorithms. In random data, input and desired output vectors have statistically independent elements, generated by a random number generator. In random memorization (RM) data, the number of training patterns, N,, satisfies the condition hi, = S , . In random non-memorization (RN) data, N, >> S,,.
Correlated training data can take many forms. We assume that elements of the input vector are correlated, and that correlations exist between input and desired output vector elements. In correlated memorization (CM) data, N,. satisfies the condition N, = S,. In correlated nonmemorization (a) data, N,. >> $.
Procedure to evaluate training algorithms
The proposed steps for evaluating a training algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Determine whether or not the algorithm is invariant to input variances and biases. Invariance is the desired outcome.
Step 2: Test the algorithm on RM and RN data. It is desirable that the training error for RM data is much less than the training error of RN data.
Step3: Test the algorithm on CM and CN data. It is desirable that the training error for CM data is much less than the training error of CN data.
Evaluation of training algorithms
In this section, we evaluate the CG and O W O -W O training algorithms following the steps above.
Evaluation of CG:
As an experiment we applied CG to biased and unbiased RM data. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) structure was 8-36-1 and the training error for each case is shown in Fig  I . We see that CG memorized only the unbiased data. In 
and the hidden layer delta functions is
let's express the input as a sum of the ith input mean m, and a zero-mean input zpi as
In the following, we show why the gradients aie (1) Input to hidden weight gradients for the unbiased different for biased and unbiased training data:
and biased cases are respectively (3.4) (3.5) ( 2 ) Input to output weight gradients for unbiased and biased cases are respectively (3.6) (3.7) (3) Hidden to output weight gradients for unbiased and biased cases are respectively From equations (3.4-3.9), we observe that input connected weight gradients for unbiased and biased data are different. Thus the performance of CG is dependent on input biases. A similar result holds for input variances.
Evaluation of OWO-HWO
In OWO-HWO we alternately, solve linear equations for output weights and solve linear equations for bidden weight changes. Therefore input biases should have no effect on training. In the following, we evaluate OWO-HWO training and show how the performance of OWO-HWO compares to that of CG on RM and CM data. The RM data set RV369.tra. generated by a random number generator, contains 369 patterns. The MLP structure is 8-36-1 so that it satisfies N, = S. . The training error for each algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . We ohserve that memorization takes place for CG algorithm, but not for Iteration number which covers a large part of north Texas. The output is the forecast power load fifteen minutes in the tkture from the current time. All powers are originally sampled every fraction of a second, and averaged over 1 minute to reduce noise. We chose the structure 14-10-1 for this data. The original data contains 1768 patterns, we randomly pick 175 patterns so as it satisfies the memorization condition N, = S, . The training error for each algorithm is given in Fig. 3 . We see that OWO-HWO outperforms CG even though both algorithms fail to completely memorize. We want to mention that the target output values in Powerl4.tra are large hence the resulting MSE is large. Obviously, both algorithms alone cannot satisfy all the desired properties.
Alternation algorithms
OWO-HWO and CG have different performance on different types of data, Aiming to satisfy all the desired properties, we need to combine these two algorithms in some way. When one of the algorithms learns slowly, we switch to the other algorithm. Two alternating algorithms, which perform well on all four data types, are developed here.
Fixed Alternation (FA)
This algorithm has fixed If and loh throughout the training, where Gand I,, 
Adaptive Alternation (AA)
The adaptive alternation algorithm vanes the numbers of iterations I, and Ioh for each training cycle depending on their performances in the previous training cycle. The algorithm, which has the larger error decrease in the previous training cycle, is given more iterations in the next training cycle. For the first training cycle, we run both algorithms for a fixed amount of iterations and calculate the training error decrease for each algorithm, i.e. Df and Doh. Then 4 and Ioh for the next training cycle are calculated as follows:
where I, is the total number of iterations for both algorithms in the previous training cycle. This process of equations (4.1) and (4.2) goes on until the end of training. An important property of AA is that the computational resources are allocated to the better performing algorithm.
Performance comparisons
After running CG, OWO-HWO and AA algorithms on a lot of unbiased training data, we observed that AA performed best in most of correlated training data but second best in random training data. Contrary to what we hoped, AA didn't perform significantly better than FA. In half of the training data, FA performed a little bit better. Regular switching of the algorithms was enough to let the show typical plots of the comparisons. All the algorithms ran on normalized data, and for some of the data, we used KLT transformations to compress the inputs.
First, the algorithms were run on CN data set Powerl4.tra, which is the original Powerl4.tra data set with 1768 patterns so as it satisfy non-memorization condition N,, >> S , . The MLP structure is 14-10-1. For AA, an initial training cycle consists of 20 iterations of CG and 20 iterations of OWO-HWO. We can see that AA performs best (Fig. 4) . Second, the algorithms were run on CM data set Fl7.tra, which is for onboard Night Loud Synthesis (FLS) in helicopters. In FLS, we, estimate mechanical loads on critical parts, using measurements available in the cockpit. The accumulated loads can then be used to determine component retirement times. There are 11 inputs and 9 outputs for each pattern. .
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Iteration number Third, the algorithms were run on RN data set RVlOOO.tra, which is generated by a random generator. It consists of 8 inputs and 1 output, IO00 patterns. All elements have the same variances and their energies are evenly distributed, so we don't need to normalize the data. The MLP structure is 8-36-1. From Fig 6 we can see that AA performs second best. Fourth, the algorithms were run on 369 pattems of RM data set RV369.tra. The MLP structure of the network is 8-36-1. We can see from Fig.7 that AA performs second best. 
Iteration number

Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a set of desired properties for MLP training algorithms and shown that both CG and OWO-HWO alone lack these properties. Alternation algorithms are developed and run on normalized and =Ted data sets. Among the three algorithms, AA works best for correlated data sets and second best for random data sets. We observe that unless some algorithms are specifically suitable for certain kinds of data, AA performs well. We can say that AA algorithm has the desired properties.
